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15 HEAD MOBILE SHOWER

OK'S Cascade has the equipment, knowledge, and experience necessary to provide all of the essential
equipment for basic daily needs. Our mobile shower units are fully self contained. Whether it’s an event in a
remote location, or right outside your door, we are ready to serve you. There is nothing like a hot shower to
help you jump start your morning, or unwind after a particularly hard day. Unfortunately this is normally just not
possible when an event is located far away from standard services. Let us be your complete solution!

15 HEAD MOBILE SHOWER DESCRIPTION:
An OK’S Cascade 15 head unit is a fully
functional mobile shower, housed in a 48’
trailer. The mobile shower has been
designed with a total of 15 shower stalls, 7 in
the front and 8 in the rear. Unit also comes
equipped with 8 sink basins. The unit is
supplied with two 500,000 btu propane
water heaters to ensure that everyone has a
hot and comfortable shower.
CAPACITY:
Our 15 head units are fully capable of
supporting over 100 people per hour of
operation.
POWER REQUIREMENTS:
The mobile shower requires an electrical
source. Two 20 amp, 110 volt single phase
electrical cords will power the unit. In the
event power is not available on site, the unit is provided with a
7kW on board generator.
PROPANE REQUIREMENTS:
Each unit has two 74 gallon propane tanks permanently
mounted to supply on board water heaters.
POTABLE WATER REQUIREMENTS:
Mobile Shower requires a potable water source, preferably off a
city fire hydrant to feed the system. In the event of no on-site
water location, the shower can be supplied from a mobile tanker
tractor.
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GRAY WATER REQUIREMENTS:
The mobile shower also requires a gray water drop site.
Connection is made with a 2” male camlock fitting. If no city
sewer drop exists, the unit is supplied with self-contained 1350
gallon holding tank. A gray water removal service is required to
drain tanks.
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